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Abstract
Primary colloform textures preserved in ore deposits can be a useful tool in understanding changing conditions of ore formation due to the sequential development of the colloform layers. However,
the growth controls that influence formation of these textures are poorly understood. To try to address
this problem, samples from two ore deposits, Greens Creek in Alaska and Ezuri in Japan, have been
systematically analyzed for grain size and shape, crystal preferred orientation (CPO), sulfur isotope
composition, and trace element content. Grain size and shape varies between layers of equant, ~20
µm crystals to acicular and elongate crystals up to several millimeters in length. Electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) reveals that both samples have an initial random orientation of crystals with CPO
in subsequent layers developed either about <100>, <110>, or <111> crystallographic axes. Despite
similarity in texture, the sulfur isotope results from Greens Creek colloforms have a very negative,
open-system bacteriogenic δ34S between –40 and –32‰, whereas the Ezuri colloform has a positive
δ34S of ~+5‰, typical of hydrothermal sulfur in Kuroko ores. Trace element results indicate variability
in As, Sb, and Cu distribution. Whereas trace element variability at Greens Creek appears to be related
to changes in δ34S, with a heavier signature correlating with sequestration of Sb in outer layers, overall
the detailed analyses reveal that in both Greens Creek and Ezuri, there is no systematic correlation
between sulfur source or trace element sequestration and CPO. This suggests that the abrupt changes
in CPO recorded appear most likely to be influenced by changes in degree of supersaturation.
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Introduction
Pyrite (FeS2) is the most abundant sulfide in the Earth’s crust.
It occurs in various forms and textures from characteristic equant
cubes and pyritohedrons to framboid and colloform textures
(Craig 2001; Craig and Vaughan 1994; Eldridge et al. 1983;
Ramdohr 1969). Framboid and colloform textures are regarded
to have formed as a result of primary precipitation. Colloform
textures are of specific interest as they potentially record conditions during precipitation of the primary ore minerals and can also
provide sequential information about the developing physical
and chemical conditions during these initial stages of ore formation (Foley et al. 2001). In ore deposits that have experienced
deformation and/or metamorphism, these textures are often lost
through recrystallization and/or remobilization (Bailie and Reid
2005; Craig and Vokes 1993; Hitzman et al. 1986; Vokes 1969),
although some studies suggest their preservation is more common (Brown 1994; Freitag et al. 2004; Greene and Vokes 1990;
Larocque and Hodgson 1995; Parr 1994). Although pyrite itself
is usually not of economic importance, its refractory nature and
abundance in ore deposits means that it is the most likely of the
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sulfide minerals to survive within ore deposits at conditions that
would normally result in the more economic sulfides undergoing
remobilization (Marshall and Gilligan 1987).
Colloform textures were first described for spherical sulfide
masses that were thought to have formed from colloidal gels
(Rogers 1917). However, later work (Roedder 1968) suggested
that direct crystallization was a more likely process for growth
of most, if not all, colloform minerals. The presence of colloform
textures is recorded in many sulfide ore deposits (Brown and
McClay 1998; Craig and Vokes 1992; Graham et al. 1988; Peace
et al. 2003; Velasco et al. 2003) as well as in other environments
(Moles et al. 2003). Yet, although these textures are invariably
mentioned as being present, little work has been carried out on
how these textures actually develop and what specific information they may reveal about ore formation. Thus, the potential
of these widely occurring textures has yet to be fully realized
(Tompkins et al. 1997). In contrast, framboidal pyrite has been
the focus of several studies aimed at furthering understanding of
how these textures nucleate and what factors affect their growth
and microcrystal aggregation and ordering (Berner 1984; Ohfuji
et al. 2005, 2006; Rickard and Luther 1997; Schoonen 2004;
Schoonen and Barnes 1991; Wilkin and Barnes 1996, 1997).
The most recent work to look at colloform pyrite textures
(Freitag et al. 2004) involved analysis of colloform layers using

